
TRRS 3.5mm Male to 3.5mm Female Audio Extender 1.5m Vention Ref: 6922794765733
TRRS 3.5mm Male to 3.5mm Female Audio Extender 1.5m Vention BHCLG Blue

TRRS 3.5mm Male to 3.5mm Female Audio Extender 1.5m Vention
The Vention mini jack 3.5mm cable (BHCLG) combines technology with practical design. Its robust construction ensures a long lifespan,
and high-quality materials guarantee pure sound. Features such as microphone control support and thoughtful design make it the perfect
choice for anyone who values comfort and quality in one.
 
Durable Interface Housings
The key to the longevity of any cable is its resistance to everyday use. The Vention BHCLG cable features interface housings made of
aluminum. This material choice not only provides an aesthetic appearance but significantly enhances the cable's durability, preventing it
from breaking. This is especially important for users who frequently use portable devices.
 
High-Quality Sound
The Vention BHCLG cable guarantees high-quality  audio transmission.  Whether  you are listening to  music,  podcasts,  or  engaging in  a
phone conversation, you can count on clear and crisp sound.
 
Microphone Control Support
Headphone  users  will  appreciate  the  built-in  microphone  control  support.  This  allows  the  Vention  BHCLG  cable  not  only  to  enable
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listening but also to facilitate conversations using the microphone in the headphones, without the need for additional accessories.
 
Thoughtful Design
The key element of the Vention BHCLG cable is its design. The cable consists of an enameled copper core, an outer TPE jacket, and a
cotton  braided  sheath.  Such  a  combination  of  materials  guarantees  not  only  excellent  conductivity  but  also  additional  resistance  to
mechanical damage. Small details make a difference. The male plug of the Vention BHCLG cable features a special "step" that allows you
to  connect  it  to  your  phone  without  removing  the  case.  This  makes  it  quick  and  easy  to  connect  the  cable,  without  worrying  about
compatibility with various device enclosures.
 
 
Brand Vention Model BHCLG Color BlueLength 1.5mInterface3.5mm Male to 3.5mm Female Gold-Plated Interface Yes 

Preço:

Antes: € 3.0996

Agora: € 2.85

Audio, Cabos
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